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The modern juiy system is facing new challenges as people's habits of communicating

Many jurors who are
usedtogoogling,texting,

andtweetingall day find
it hard to change their
behavior while on jury
duty. But a fair trial
demands that jurors
leave their online habits
at the courtroom door.
Here are some ways to

address the issue with
jurors and judges,

and accessing information evolve in a rapidly
expanding electronic world. Media reports
and posttrial interviews reveal that jurors in
communiries across the country are texting,

e-mailing, chatting, and blogging about their
jury service.' A regular flow of new juror
blogs each day reports everything from "I'm
so bored" to "He's so guilty" to "I just gave
away $12 million of someone else's money."2
Some jurors are supplementingcourtroom
evidence with their own online research
as they seek "independent" opinions and
answers to questions that are not addressed
in court.3 In one of the only large-scale studies on the issue, the U.K. Ministry of Justice

found that 17 percent to 39 percent of jurors
admitted online exposure (either intentional
or unintentional) to information about the

cases they were deciding while they were
serving as jurors.4 In response, judges are
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revising their admonitions to jurors and

given a sufficient explanation of the

Facebook and sharing Internet research

toughening sanctions on jurors who dis-

rationale for the rules.

during trial.10

regard them.5 These steps should help

-• Jurors don't fully grasp the nature of

To get through to jurors who can't

eliminate the electronic activity that may

their role as judges of the facts in the

quite believe that the judge really means

result from genuine confusion about the

trial process.

no communication and no research, the

rules—or from supposed loopholes identi-

-* Jurors are highly motivated to make

judicial admonition needs to do more than
"just say no." Social science research on

fied by jurors like the one who began his

the right decisions, but they often

post by saying: "Hey guys! I know jurors

feel they lack the information they

persuasion has demonstrated that com-

aren't supposed to talk about their trial,

need to do so.

pliance can be measurably increased by

but nobody said they couldn't LIVE BLOG
it, right?"6

From our own posttrial interviews conducted over 35 years, it is clear that most

simply adding the word "because" and
some type of explanation."

But jury instructions are onlypartofthe

jurors want to make the right decision and

Jurors are told that getting information

solution. Afundamental shift has occurred

fear making a mistake, whether it is send-

outside of court could lead to problems,

in the way some jurors think about their

ing an innocent person to prison, letting

but they need to know why this is the case.

rights to access information. When those

a corporate defendant off too lightly, or

Their desire to make the right decision

jurors have unanswered questions about

giving a plaintiff too much money.

is the key to persuading them that they

the issues they are asked to decide, they

Jurors want more information—

won't think twice about searching for the

more clarity about the meaning of legal

missing information online. One juror

terms, more background and context,

Many judges are open to experiment-

commented on a news report about mis-

and a better understanding of who the

ing with different approaches to jury

trials caused by jurors' Internet research,

parties really are and what their situa-

instructions now that it has become

"What's the big deal? If I'm called to jury

tion is. When the answers are readily

apparent that the threat of an Internet-

duty I have the right to know every detail

available, the wired jurors believe that

driven mistrial applies to every case.

about a case, notjustwhatthe lawyers tell

fairness will be enhanced, not harmed,

Consider proposing that the judge try

us in the courtroom."7

by gathering that information. They are

expanding the admonition based on the

Many jurors under 40 are used to

likely to reject outright the notion that

instructions in the sidebai- accompanying

keeping their electronic devices close at

getting more information about the par-

this article (on page 44). If the judge isn't

hand and ignoring any authority figure

ties and facts in dispute—from what is

willing to depart from the standard text,

who attempts to impose prohibitions on

presumed to be a neutral source—would

ask whether he or she would permit you

their access to the Internet. The threat of

negatively affect their ability to make an

to discuss some of these concepts invoir

sanctions has not significantly improved

impartial decision.

dire as a preface to the questions about

compliance.8

The deeply ingrained habit ofsatisfy-

But addiction to Internet access is not

ing one's curiosity or resolving even minor

limited to young jurors. Research demon-

factual disputes by getting instant answers

should look to the courtroom, not to the
Internet.

whether each juror is willing and able to
abide by the mles.

strates that noncompliance with restric-

online makes it difficult to accept the pro -

Voir Dire Questions

tions on Internet access is a potential

hibition on doing so when confronted

Another strategy proven to increase

problem across almost all age groups." To

with a truly important decision. When

compliance is to get prospective jurors

get "wired" jurors to cooperate, we need

the judge says, "Don't use the Internet,"

to actively take on their role as judges by

to look at not only how jury instructions

some jurors can't believe the judge really

asking them whether they understand

are framed but also how other aspects of

means, "No Internet use."

and can carry out that responsibility.

the trial process should be adjusted.

Noncompliance with electronic device

Judges tend to tell jurors what is required

rules is a well-established cultural norm

and ask for passive agreement, but trial

Better Jury Instructions

that magnifies the problem. While many

attorneys can discuss these issues with

Identifying the reasons for noncompli-

people may disapprove of a fellow juror

jurors in voir dire and get them actively

ance with the prohibition on Internet

using social media to discuss the case with

involved in making the decision to abide

use is a good place to begin working on

outsiders, the "social sanctions" aren't

by the rules.12

the remedies. We see three primary, inter-

likely to extend much beyond that, as

Ask jurors whether they regidarly com-

related factors:

demonstrated by media reports of jurors

municate online with tweets, texts, posts,

-• Jurors do not feel they have been

discussingthe case among themselves on

or blogs. Then ask those who do how they
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I he deeply ingrained habit of resolving even
minor factual disputes by getting instant
answers online makes it difficult to accept

the prohibition on doing so during trial. When
the judge says, 'Don't use the Internet/ some
jurors can't believe the judge really means it.

the trial, ask the juror to talk about why
this type of research, as well as any other
outside inquiry, is not allowed before asking whether he or she is willing to com-

ply with that rule. Having a juror explain
to peers why the rule is important will
increase the likelihood of compliance
and set the stage for enforcing the rules
in the jury room if it becomes necessary
to do so.

Juror Questions
When the trial is being held in ajurisdiction that permits jurors to submitwritten
questions to the judge, discussion of that
procedure may reduce jurors' tendency

to assume that the lawyers will be hiding
information. Of course, this assumes the
attorney conducting the voir dire is willing to encourage jurors to ask questions.
Lawyers who have not yet had experience with this practice can take com-

fort in the largely positive experiences
reported in court-sponsored studies of
jurors asking questions.14

will handle a temporary change in their

of time and actively agreeingto acceptthis

The discomfort that some attorneys

normal habits, and ask them to rehearse

temporary change is likely to increase the

and judges still have with jurors asking

what they would say to their online con-

juror's ability to adjust. In rare cases, it

questions is often rooted in a fear oflos-

may result in a candid admission that the

ing control of the evidence. However,

juror simply cannot promise to make such

allowing and even encouraging jurors to

tacts if selected as a juror.

Walking through this process demonstrates how sending out any informa-

an adjustment.13

ask their questions in the courtroom is

tion about the trial, even if it may seem

Attorneys should consider having the

innocuous, can easily generate the type

same type of discussion with the jurors

evidence they consider, as it will reduce—

of problem the rule is intended to avoid.

whose normal practice when encoun-

if not eliminate—the jurors'motivation to

If someone posts "serving on a products

tering new situations, new people, or

get their questions answered online.15

liability case," he or she is likely to get a

new questions is to turn immediately

We have been allowing jurors to sub-

barrage of questions about the product

to the Internet. The notion that these

mit written questions in mock trials for

and advice about the verdict, especially

discussions will plant the idea to do

more than 30 years and often have found

if it has received any publicity. But a post

Internet research has been proven false.

that they target undisputed facts or back-

that says "serving on jury duty and can't

Long before judicial admonitions were

ground information that neither side

make or hear any comments about it until

expanded to include Internet research,

thought was important precisely because

it's over" lets others know that the juror

there were regular media reports about

it is undisputed or seemed so obvious that

isn't willing to discuss the case.

jurors going online.

the best way to maintain control over the

it didn't need to be discussed. Knowing

The reflexive Internet researchers

what the jurors are concerned about will

social media how they feel about taking

need to carefully consider how being a

help you determine when confusion or

on a role that requires a degree of social

juror will require a change in their hab-

misinterpretation of the evidence may

isolation and electronic silence. That may

its. If the juror would normally use the

be threatenmg your verdict.

cause some jurors a level of "withdrawal"

first break to get on his or her smart

In jurisdictions where jurors are

discomfort. Thinking this through ahead

phone and google everyone involved in

not allowed or not encouraged to ask

Ask jurors who are heavy users of
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questions, you can use pretrial research

any judges are open to experimenting
with different approaches, now that it
has become apparent that the threat of an
Internet-driven mistrial applies to every case.

as a guide to anticipating jurors' questions. Encouraging mock jurors to ask
questions just as they would in trial—in
writing and at designated intervals—will
help you craft your opening, structure testimony, and develop other tools such as

visual aids and juror notebooks that will
give your jurors the answers they might
otherwise try to find on their own. Even

in jurisdictions where juror questions are
permitted, finding out what mock jurors
want to know more about after listening
to a summary of your case injury research

a strategy for refraining and reducing the

Susan Macpherson is a trial consultant

will allow you to integrate that informa-

significance of those issues.

with National Jury Project—Midwest in

tion and increase your credibility in the

The rapidly changingways that people

Minneapolis. BethBonora is a trial

learn are clearly creating significant chal-

consultant and founder ofBonora

We come away from every focus group

lenges for judges and trial lawyers. But

D'Andrea in San Francisco, California.

and eveiy mock trial with a list of issues

the ways in which we choose to respond

jurors' eyes.

that were important to the mock jurors

could well improve jurors' level of com-

but had been considered unimportant in

prehension and their overall experience

developingthe presentations. We also dis-

in deciding cases. If lawyers attempt to

cover where jurors are inclined to probe

engage jurors in a deeper understanding
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someone a question related to the issues in the trial,
discussing the trial with anyone outside of deliberations, and
using electronic research tools as well as dictionaries,
encyclopedias, and any other outside sources.

involved in the case outside the courtroom.
You must follow the same rules throughout the trial and
discuss the evidence only with your fellow jurors after you
have heard all the evidence. Any other comments made to
you or by you, either in person or online, can make it appear

Judges should also provide a more complete explanation of
the jurors' role as judges of the facts. One way to do this is by
pointing out that the judge and the jurors are required to follow
the same rules:

that you have not properly judged the case and could result
in the need to repeat the entire trial.
You and I may have questions that the parties do not or
cannot answer. But neither you nor I can go looking for the

You and I are both serving as judges in this case, and that

answers outside this courtroom. Obtaining any outside

means that we will follow the same rules. Our only com-

information would deprive the parties and the public of the

ments about the case must be made in the courtroom or in

right to know all the evidence we considered in reaching our

the jury room and addressed to the parties involved in this

judgments.

case. Discussing it anywhere else invites outside influences
that could affect my rulings or your view of the evidence.
To eliminate that problem, and to ensure that no one can
suggest there may have been such a problem, I never make

By agreeing to follow these rules, you will fulfill your duty
to properly judge this case, and you will join with the
thousands of jurors in courtrooms across the country today
who have made that same commitment to protect and

any comments about any aspect of a trial outside the

preserve everyone's right to a public trial. [Where jurors are

courtroom and I never listen to or read any outsider's

permitted to ask questions, an explanation of that process

comments about the trial—in the news media or in the

could be incorporated here.]

social media online. I also do not communicate with anyone

—Susan Macpherson and Beth Bonora
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